Around the Campfire
The Golden Threads in this topic are…
Sustainability, collaboration
and resilience

In this topic, the children will take part
in the Year 4 Camp out and will
complete fieldwork in Rugby. As part
of this, they will also learn survival
skills, such as making dens and
working around fires.

In PSHE this term our theme is
‘Changing me’.
New vocabulary we will learn:
In History we will:

Compass: a tool for finding direction.

Understand
how land use has changed
s
over time in the UK

Settlement: any place where a human lives;
from a small house to a large city.

In Geography we will:

Landmark: an object or feature of a landscape
or town that is easily seen and recognised
from a distance.

Look at key aspects of human
geography in Rugby
Understand land use patterns in our
local area.
Use the eight points of a compass, six
figure grid references, symbols and a
key.

Tourist: a person who travels for fun
In Reading we will:

Tourism: the business of encouraging and
looking after tourists.

Listen to and discuss a range of fiction and
use this to create our own in the same style

Land use: when an area is used for a specific
purpose.

Identify themes and conventions in a range
of books.

Ordnance survey map: a detailed map made
by the British government.

Use fieldwork to observe, measure and
record human and physical features of
the local area using methods such as
sketches and graphs.

Texts that you could read at home…

Compare Rugby to another European
city by comparing their human and
physical features.

The ultimate survival handbook by Bear Grylls.

The Kids Campfire Book: Official Book of Campfire Fun
by Jane Drake and Ann Love

5 go off to camp – Enid Blyton

Don’t forget to
check out your local
library!

